In the current scenario to get a good business or visitors, your site should be in the list of top 10 in most of the search engines. And this is the time when you need to know about Search Engine Optimization (SEO). In last decade Content Management System (CMS) is widely acceptable for web development. In CMS open source has gain lot of popularity in last few years. There are over thousand open source CMS available in the market but when content management principals are concern two to three name like Joomla, Drupal and WodPress comes first.
INTRODUCTION
SEO means Search Engine Optimization. Basic concept of SEO is how search major engines create list of sites when you enter search query. SEO helps to increase the traffic to one's site. SEO can be a temporary or a permanent activity. Sometimes it is enough to do some standard SEO in order to get higher page rank in search engines -let's take an example, if you are using infrequent keywords, then you do not have a much to do in order to get decent page rank. But in most cases, if you really want on top, you need to pay special attention to SEO and devote significant amounts of time and effort to it [1] . In this paper we want to highlight importance, working methodology and role of SEO in web development. We also discuss available SEO modules for different CMS and comparison of different CMS with case study.
HOW SEARCH ENGINE WORKS
Search engine's working is based on two aspects, the first is how spiders work and the second is how search engines figure out what pages relate to which keywords and phrases.
In the simplest terms, search engine sends an electronic spider to collect data about a unique web site and copy its content which is stored in database. Generally known as 'bots', these spiders are designed to follow links from one page to the next. As they copy and take in content of one page and record links of that page and send other bots to make copies of those link pages. This process is infinite. By sending out spiders and collecting information endlessly, the major search engines have established their databases extremely large.
Knowing the spiders and how they read information on a site is the technical end of basic SEO. Spider read content from left to right in the same way as we normally do. From the top left hand corner, a spider will read site content line by line from left to right. If there is column in a page (not in most cases) spider read left most column first from top to bottom, if link found before moving to further columns it record it and send another bots to copy and record the content on the page the link leads to. The spider will proceed through the site until it records everything it can possible find there. As spiders follow links and record everything in their paths, one can safely assume that if a link to a site exists, a spider will find that site. There is no need to manually or electronically submit your site to the major search engines. The search spiders are perfectly capable of finding it on their own, provided a link to your site exists somewhere on the web. Search engines have an uncanny ability to judge the topic or theme of pages they are examining, and use that ability to judge the topical relationship of pages that are linked together. The most valuable incoming links come from sites that share topical themes.
Once a search spider finds your site, helping it get around is the first priority. One of the most important basic SEO tips is to provide clear paths for spiders to follow from point A to point Z in your website. This can be easily accomplished by providing to follow text links directed to the most important pages on the site in the navigation menu or simply at the bottom of each page. One of these text links should lead to site map, which lists and provides a text link to every page in the site. The site map can be the most basic page in the site as its purpose is to help spiders to find out site pages.
There will be cases where you want to hide some of the site content from spider. Therefore you'll need to know how to tell spiders that some site content is off limits and should not be added to their database using "robots.txt" files. Offering spiders' access to the areas of the site one wants them to access is half the battle. The other half is found in the site content. Search engines are supposed to provide their users with lists of pages that relate to the search terms people enter in their search box. Search engines need to determine which of billions of pages is relevant to a small number of specific words. In order to do this, the search engine needs to know your site relates to those words. [2] Search engines have two functions major -crawling & building an index, and providing answers by calculating relevancy & serving results.
Search engines works as answering machines. When a person looks for something online, it requires the search engines to search their mass of billions of documents and do two thingsfirst, return only those results that are relevant or useful to the searcher's query, and second, rank those results in order of perceived usefulness. It is both "relevance" and "importance" that the process of SEO is meant to influence.
To a search engine, relevance means more than simply finding a page with the right words. In the early days of the web, search engines didn't go much further than this simplistic step, and their results suffered as a consequence. Thus, through evolution, smart engineers at the engines devised better ways to find valuable results that searchers would appreciate and enjoy. Now, have a close look on how Search Engines Determine Importance. Currently, the major engines typically interpret importance as popularity -the more popular a site, page or document, the more valuable the information contained therein must be. This assumption has proven fairly successful in practice, as the engines have continued to increase users' satisfaction by using metrics that interpret popularity.
Popularity and relevancy are not determined manually. Instead, the search engines use mathematical equationsalgorithms to sort the result pages. These algorithms are often comprised of hundreds of components. In the search marketing field, we often refer it as "ranking factors". [3] 
Importance of SEO
Search engines take almost 90 per cent of all web traffic. Most of the search queries retrieve thousand and millions of results to choose from. So if your web site comes after first page on search engines for keywords relevant to your website, then you may miss out a large number of visitors because many visitors doesn't go for the second page. So if you want to increase your website ranking in most of the popular search engine you have to use a combination of correct keywords, inbound linkage, effective content and last but not the least the META tags. [4] Here are some of the statistics to show the importance of SEO.
 91% of Internet users use search engines to navigate the web. 
Role of SEO in Web Development
The efficacy of a search engine is determined by how efficiently it provides you the search result. This depends on the search engine algorithm; there are lots of factors that help the search engine respond to your question with relevant answers. So depending on your page rank you will get the higher position in search result [6] Businesses want their websites to have a strong and visible online presence so that they can attract visitors and generate revenue. With higher conversion rates, businesses are bound to experience growth rates. Website designers should not only focus on creating appealing websites, but also ones that are able to generate more targeted traffic. A SEO website design is essential for attracting search engine spiders to move the websites ranking up on search engines. [7] Many web designers these days are incorporating SEO in the web design process. However, many companies do not take it seriously, and ignore the value of SEO while designing the site. A site with good SEO friendly web design will get good traffic. For example, many technologies make a site look "cool" but are not search engine friendly. If your website design uses many of these technologies, then you may either be blocking or slowing down a search engine when it tries to access the content on your website. If a search engine cannot quickly and easily access content on your website, you will not get high rank in search results. Incorporating SEO best practices in your website goes beyond just content and linking. It needs to happen with technology decisions, site architecture, navigation and more. And this is where SEO can play a vital role in your website design. [8] SEO plays a crucial role in online business websites as well as other interactive sites. SEO helps to get more traffic to site with regular update of content. There are other ways like link exchange and subscribe to RSS Feed that are more crucial parts under SEO work. Based on the specific keywords SEO can generate good traffic and ultimately affect the revenue for e-commerce site. E-commerce site only get success when have good amount of traffic, SEO helps it to get decent traffic. To make a good business it is crucial to maintain the position on the search engines like Google, yahoo, Bing and others. The SEO ranking can be monitored by Alexa and other ranking site to monitor the position over the search engine. You can monitor your website by getting the rank to know the status of your website. [9] 3. JOOMLA SEO Joomla is one of the most popular CMS on the market today. When you choose CMS as a web development SEO could be countable factor more precisely when you select any CMS you should check that how SEO-friendly it is, and how easily it enables you to include SEO content to your web pages etc. some of the CMS are design with SEO factor as one main consideration and some are not. This is one of the major aspects you need to aware when selecting any kind of CMS. [10] Joomla! is software that lets you make and update web pages easily. You can think of a Joomla site as bringing together three elements.

Your content, which is mainly stored in a database.
Your template, which controls the design and presentation of your content (such as fonts, colors and layout).
Joomla! which is the software that bring the content and the template together to produce webpages. [11] International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 -8887) Volume 52-No.3, August 2012
13. Yet Another Related Posts [14] 6.
JOOMLA, DRUPAL AND WORDPRESS SEO COMPARISON -A CASE STUDY
In above section we have seen the working of search engine and some information on SEO like Role and Importance of SEO in web development and SEO tips and techniques to improve the optimization. After that we come to know about some of the plugins for Joomla, Drupal and WordPress and their unique use. As we want to compare these CMSs for SEO purpose it is necessary to create certain condition to make comparison easy. SEO comparison can only possible when we have something common in all CMS. When we trying to perform this case study we came across Steve Burge one of the researcher also worked in the same area. Steve 

They tried to make them as similar as possible. Each site has 8 articles of 500 words. Each site has had some keyword and title optimization. Each domain has a similar size and has comparable Overture results.
They have Choose a relatively mutually respectful field (Indian cities) so that each domain has the potential for a big move in the search engine rankings.
They have watched them carefully using Google Analytics and WebCEO, to track how well each one performs for its keywords.
They have taken result after a year or so and check which solution has the best built-in SEO. [15] After just a month they have taken some result and test has produced really interesting results.
January Comparison Fig 1: Seo comparison for january month
WordPress test site came on the first place and gain significant lead with Drupal in second place and Joomla quite a way behind. Google ranking can be considered as most important ranking, the WordPress site is twice as successful as Drupal and three times more so than Joomla.
WebCEO is used to calculate overall score, and is based upon a website's top-5, top-10, top-20, top-30 rankings. [16] 
February Comparison Fig 2: Seo comparison for february month
Within short time the WordPress site was so ahead that it look like that competition will be over. However, Joomla and Drupal also recovered themselves to significant level. The Joomla site is on top with 6 of its 9 keywords in Yahoo India and the Drupal site has two top-10 rankings in every search engine except for Yahoo.
All above thing surprise with one thing that can and do search engines distinguish between different forms of software? Does Google penalize a blog site if it is not updated in two months, this kind of frequent updates doesn't expect from CMS like Joomla and Drupal. [17] 
March Comparison Fig 3: Seo comparison for march month
Joomla has shown its performance and its site got the highest ranking in all the major search engines. Drupal's site page got rank in all except yahoo.com. In the same scenario WordPress site also not get ranking in Yahoo.com as well as Yahoo.in. Joomla and Drupal site got double number of visitors than WordPress. Joomla makes it ground with highest score in WebSEO. [18] 
June Comparison Fig 4: Seo comparison for june month
In the starting phase, WordPress site was far ahead that it seems that competition was over. Slowly however, Drupal and Joomla have recovered until things are more or less equal. There are lots of ups and downs we have seen, and finally it looks like the three sites have pushed themselves to a draw. The only major difference is that the Drupal site is lagging somewhat in Yahoo and MSN. Because of its early success however, it has managed to gather a much greater number of visitors from search engines. [19] 
CONCLUSION
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is highly dynamic in nature. The trends of search engine are changed year by year. In this paper we have also seen how major search engines like Google, Yahoo!, and MSN retrieve result set for the search query; they adopt unique techniques to identify the valuable contents through the web. Through case study we conclude that all three CMS are good for SEO and provide enough plugins to get good SEO but somehow Drupal is able to gain good number of visitors for its site we can put it above than rest of two.
